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A feminist reassessment of forest transition theory:  
Risks and opportunities for study of forest recovery at the household level 
 
Researchers have recently documented forest recovery and expansion in places previously 
dominated by net deforestation and contraction.  The observations of forest recovery in Central 
America (Hecht et al. 2006; Klooster 2003; Southworth and Tucker 2001), the Caribbean (Grau 
et al. 2003; Rivera et al. 2000; Rudel et al. 2000), South America (Perz and Skole 2003; Rudel et 
al. 2002), and South Asia (Foster and Rosenweig 2003) suggests that a worldwide forest 
transition may be underway.  However, the claim depends on the accurate aggregation of 
national and subnational case studies.  The limitations of such studies and the aggregation of 
results from disparate methodologies may cause researchers to overlook important drivers of 
forest recovery that occur at scales of analyses beyond the national and sub-national levels (Perz 
2007).  Still, explaining forest recovery, without over-generalizing or becoming too context-
specific, presents challenges.  As Perz suggests, alternative frameworks for analyses 
incorporating multiple theoretical and methodological perspectives provide deeper insight to the 
complex and dynamic system of forest transition.   
 
Forest transition theory, a geographical model based on case studies of forestation in the United 
States and Europe, states that deforestation stops at a critical point in a country’s economic 
development, and land then reverts to forest (Mather 1992; Mather and Needle 1998).  As urban 
jobs become available, poor farmers leave the land to begin working in newly established 
factories.  Rural-to-urban migration, according to the theory, allows for an increase in forest 
cover on the rural landscape.  Furthermore, as market orientation increases, subsistence farming 
declines.  Agricultural intensification is accompanied by increasing spatial concentration of labor 
and capital in the best land available and by a decreasing spatial concentration of labor and 
capital in the most marginal land.  Thus, forests are left to return or recover in the abandoned, 
poorer, more marginal land.  Alternatively, the demand for forest products in a newly 
industrializing country may result in efforts to restore forests intentionally.   
 
What we have learned from recent studies is that distinct differences exist between the drivers 
and paths of forest transitions in the tropics versus those described in the observations of forest 
recovery in temperate forests.  The impacts of political instability, globalization, natural disasters 
and risk assessment, structural adjustment programs, democratization, decentralization, changes 
in population, changes in environmental ideologies, national policies, and international trade 
agreements, among others, have all played important roles in the individual forest recoveries 
within independent countries in the tropics in ways that were not observed in the temperate 
forests of the United States and Europe. 
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In this paper, I first draw on feminist theory in geography and development economics to critique 
the forest transition theory as an extension of masculinist knowledge within the discipline and 
the innate dangers of drawing on such theory in policy (Rose 1993).  Based on observations of 
the differences in the industrialized context versus the industrializing, challenges to universally 
theorizing forest recovery are evaluated with a particular emphasis on policy.  Second, I ask 
whether a universal explanation, even a substantially modified one, of forest recovery is 
desirable.  I attempt to answer the question by briefly discussing the opportunities and risks for 
global level and household level analyses of forest cover change.  Based on dissertation 
fieldwork, I evaluate how a household-level study that spatially investigates the ties between 
biophysical differences in forest recovery and gender, land tenure insecurity, migration, and 
remittances can inform patterns of forest recovery at the local, state, and global scales.  In 
conclusion, I find that theoretically-drive, interdisciplinary, household-level, context-specific 
studies are valuable to our understanding of forest recovery on multiple scales. 


